
INTRODUCTION
Dacryoscintigraphy is a useful method to assess the patency 
of nasolacrimal drainage pattern and to evaluate the success of 
dacryocystorhinostomy treatment to the obstruction[1-2]. Although 
dacryoscintigraphy is regarded as an underutilized and infrequently 
performed study, experience to enhance the clinical application has 
always been shared in literature[3-6]. Because of the obstruction, small 
amount of radioactive tracer would sometimes overflow to drain 
along skull surface and to mask the nasolacrimal duct. Fused images 
after SPECT/CT imaging can localize the site of obstruction and of 
radiation contamination due to overflow of radioactive tracer.

CASE REPORT
A 64 year-old male patient with the history of bilateral epiphora was 
referred to our department for dacryoscintigraphy imaging. Following 
instillation of one drop of technetium pertechnetate (99mTcO4 of 
concentration of 4 MBq/ml) in the inferior fornix of the eyes (outer 
canthus of both eyes), dynamic imaging with the patient in an erect 
position was performed (1 minute/frame for 15 minutes) using low 
energy high resolution collimator mounted onto a single head gamma 
camera (Siemens Symbia). The dynamic images showed accumulation 
of the tracer in the lacrimal sacs bilaterally without any progression 
into the lacrimal ducts for the first 15 minutes (Figure 1), compatible 
with bilateral lacrimal apparatus obstruction at the sac-duct level.
    Delayed imaging at 25 minutes showed similar finding but a track 
of radioactive tracer images was observed running along the facial 
skin surface (Figure 2). As this track of the image masked part of the 
lacrimal duct, the degree of obstruction at the delayed images at the 
right eye could not be concluded from this serial dynamic scan. 
    The patient was then placed under SPECT/CT imaging (GE 
Infinia-4; CT imaging: 120 kVp, 2.5 mA; emission: 140 keV photon 
peak, 20 sec/frame for 360o acquisition, 3o interval). Fused images of 
SPECT/CT clearly localized the obstruction site and differentiated 
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ABSTRACT
Epiphora, an abnormal overflow of tears, is commonly caused by tear 
drainage system anomalies including nasolacrimal duct obstruction. 
To evaluate the function of the system, dacryoscintigraphy is a 
commonly available non-invasive method under a nuclear medicine 
dynamic acquisition. We recommend the use of SPECT/CT after 
the dynamic acquisition to localize the obstruction site and to 
differentiate that tear overflow is not due to radiation contamination 
as sometimes encountered in dacryoscintigraphy. A case is presented 
to support the use of SPECT/CT in the protocol.
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the possibility of radiation contamination by overflow of radiolabeled 
tracer. The obstructed site would appear along the lacrimal duct and 
the contamination would appear on the superficial surface of the skull 
image (Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the bilateral lacrimal apparatus 
obstruction at the sac-duct level from the fused SPECT/CT image.

LENS DOSE DUE TO CT COMPONENT OF 
SPECT/CT
As described in this article, the use of SPECT/CT facility would help 
differentiate between the true obstruction and radiation contamination. 
However CT dose to eye lenses is a concern if SPECT/CT is used. 
We measured the lens dose using a head phantom on which mosfet 
detectors were placed on both eyes of the head phantom. The 
same measuring procedures were repeated for various SPECT/CT 
machines. Average lens doses were measured as 2 mSv per eye for the 
GE Infinia-4 system, 4 mSv per eye for Siemens T-6 and 64 mSv per 
eye for GE-D670 system. It is therefore suggested to use SPECT/CT 
system with low dose CT component to minimize the lens dose. 

CONCLUSION
Dacryoscintigraphy is a simple investigation providing high 
sensitivity in epiphora detection in patients before and after 
dacryocystorhinotomy. It is indeed not surprising to observe the 
overflow of radioactive tracer running along the facial surface to 
mask the lacrimal duct during the dacryoscintigraphy. SPECT/CT 
can help localize the obstruction site and radiation contamination 
area. We suggest that it is firstly to perform dynamic imaging because 
radioactive tracer can drain along the nascolacrimal duct by gravity 
while patient is in an erect position. SPECT/CT preferably with 
low dose CT component has its value to demonstrate the blockage 
location and importantly to differentiate the actual blockage from 
possible radiation contamination, the latter of which is sometimes 
unavoidable in dacryoscintigraphy procedure.
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Figure 1 Dynamic scan showing obstruction at both eyes for the first 15 
minutes after instillation.

Figure 2 Spillage of radioactive tracer at the right eye at 25 minute after 
instillation and the spillage might mask the partial obstruction at the right 
eye.

Figure 3 The obstructed site would appear along the lacrimal duct and the 
contamination would appear on the superficial surface of the skull image 
on the right eye for the case presented.
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Figure 4 Bilateral lacrimal apparatus obstruction at the sac-duct level as 
observed from the fused SPECT/CT image.


